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Abstract—We study a discrete-time wireless network that
serves both cacheable and non-cacheable traffic with assistance
of a relay node with storage capabilities for both types of traffic.
We investigate how allocating the storage capacity to cacheable
and non-cacheable traffic affects the network throughput. Our
numerical results provide useful insights by varying not only the
allocation of cacheable to non-cacheable storage but also the rate
by which non-cacheable content is transmitted, the rate by which
cacheable content is requested, as well as different popularity
distributions of the cached files.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless data traffic grew immensely over the past 10 years
and is expected to comprise 20 percent of total IP traffic by
2022 with 1.5 mobile-connected device per capita. Almost
three-fifths of traffic will be offloaded from cellular networks
to Wi-Fi by the same year [1]. Mobile devices represented a
large part of the total wireless traffic with wireless video being
one of the main sources of wireless data traffic. Moreover, the
introduction of high quality video formats such as 4K, 8K,
360o etc. will further contribute to degraded user experience
due to increased delay and congestion. Video streaming ser-
vices are interested in mitigating such performance issues by
offloading content closer to the users [2].
Additionally, the advent of the Internet of Things (IoT) will
necessitate serving a massive amount of devices with limited
resources of energy, memory and computation. Thus, the
attention of the research community is moving towards effec-
tively supporting IoT communications. For instance, Named
Data Networking (NDN) is an information-centric Internet
architecture which has been recently considered as an enabling
technology for IoT, due to its innovative features like named-
based routing and in-network caching [3]. NDN allows for
caching at intermediate nodes which proves to be effective in
mitigating the network delay and traffic as well as the load on
content producers [4].
Caching has been quite successful recently in reducing cel-
lular traffic and delay as well as increasing network throughput
and reliability. Cache-enabled 5G wireless systems and future
network architectures will benefit from caching in terms of
reduced costs for the network infrastructure and the quality
of service available to the end users. A cache can typically
store a small subset of the files library because of its limited
capacity. Therefore, caching policies are necessary to decide
which files are placed into the cache as well as which files
to evict from the cache when the cache is full and a new
file should be cached. Many content placement strategies
have been proposed in the literature e.g., caching the least
frequently used content [5], caching the most popular content
everywhere [5], probabilistic caching [6], cooperative caching
[7], and geographical caching [8]. The role of caching for
future communication systems is analyzed in [9].
Caching policies usually assume a model for file requests
which, in practice, is a priori unknown and time-varying [10].
Additionally, there are caching architectures whose caches
receive a low number of requests and, thus, realize request
processes with high non-stationary popularity [11]. However,
such models are challenging to fit and depend on strong
assumptions about the popularity distribution. The authors in
[12] develop a class of policies that make no assumptions on
the file request distribution and, hence, is robust to popularity
deviations by adjusting their caching decisions when the
popularity model changes.
Typical performance criteria for a caching policy include
the cache hit ratio (or probability), the density of successful
receptions [6], energy efficiency [13] and the traffic load of the
wireless links [14], among others. Additionally, a considerable
amount of contemporary works consider throughput and/or
delay with caching helpers [15]–[17]. To reduce delay, many
works mitigate the backhaul or transmission delay under the
assumption that traffic or requests are saturated. Works that do
not make this assumption, but assume stochastic arrivals have
also appeared e.g., [18].
The rise of wireless networks serving a massive amount of
devices, such as 5G or IoT networks, will give birth to new
traffic patterns. For example, traffic generated from Machine
to Machine (M2M) devices is generally different compared to
traditional smartphone traffic [19], [20]. These findings along
with the aforementioned proliferation of caching techniques
at the network edge suggest that understanding traffic is
key to designing and optimizing the performance of future
networking architectures.
A. Our work
In this paper, we study a wireless system that serves both
cacheable and non-cacheable traffic. A relay node partially
assists the non-cacheable transmissions by queueing the non-
cacheable packets that failed to be transmitted to the destina-
tion. The queued packets are intended to be transmitted from
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Fig. 1: An example configuration of our system model. User U1 sends non-
cacheable traffic to the destination user D with the assistance of relay node
R. The storage capabilities of R can be split between cacheable and non-
cacheable traffic. In case U1’s transmissions to D fails, the failed packet is
stored at the relay’s queue Q given that there is a successful transmission
from U1 to R. User U2 has a cache and requests cached files from external
resources with some probability. The relay node can serve U2 given that it has
the requested file and it is not serving U1. Otherwise, the requested cached
file can be fetched from the data center DC through the base station BS.
The data center hosts the entire library of files and is available to serve the
requests cached files with some probability.
the relay to the destination in a subsequent time slot. Moreover,
when the relay node is not assisting the non-cacheable pair, it
is available to serve cached files to another wireless user within
in its coverage. The wireless user that requests cached content
can also be served by a data center in case the relay misses the
requested file or is not available for caching. The data center
is assumed to contain the file library and is connected directly
to a wireless base station through a backhaul link. Files from
the data center are fetched to the cached user through the base
station if the data center is available to serve cached files.
We analyze the network throughput considering the rate by
which non-cacheable traffic is transmitted to the destination
as well as the rate by which the relay attempts transmissions
for non-cacheable traffic. In our numerical results, we vary the
storage capacity dedicated to non-cacheable traffic and, thus, to
cacheable traffic, to gain useful insights into the throughput of
such systems and introduce the first step for the understanding
of larger network topologies.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
A. Network Model
We consider the following network system: a user device
U1 serving non-cacheable traffic to a destination node D with
the assistance of a wireless relay node R, and another user,
U2, requesting cached files in case of a local cache miss. The
requested cached file can be served by external resources i.e.,
from the relay node R or the data center DC. We assume that
packets and files are equally sized, so, thereafter, we use the
terms packet and files interchangeably. The topology of the
studied system can be found in Fig. 1.
We assume slotted time and that a packet transmission
takes exactly one time-slot. Nodes have random access to
the wireless medium with no coordination between them
regarding transmissions’ scheduling. Thus, nodes attempt
transmissions to the channel with some probability. An ac-
knowledgment mechanism is assumed such that instantaneous
and error-free acknowledgment/ negative-acknowledgment
(ACK/NACK) packets are sent by the receiver over a separate
channel. As a result, when D successfully receives a packet
from U1, the latter removes it from its buffer and is ready to
attempt transmission of the next packet (in the next time slot)
and the relay R discards it from its queue (if it has successfully
received it). When R successfully receives a packet that did
not reach D, node U1 discards it from its buffer and is ready
to attempt transmission of the next packet. The evolution of
the relay’s queue is analysed in Section III-A.
Additionally, the relay node R does not generate packets
on its own and is equipped with a FD transceiver i.e., it can
receive and transmit a packet within the same time slot. Its
purpose is two-fold: (i) forward non-cacheable packets to the
destination node, and (ii) serve cached files to user U2. In each
time slot, the relay is available to serve either non-cacheable
or cacheable traffic. For that purpose, it hosts F files that
can be used for serving both types of traffic. Non-cacheable
incoming packets to R are stored in its queue with size for B
packets. The rest of the storage capacity is devoted to cached
files for user U2. Consequently, the cache at the relay can
hold F −B files to help user U2’s file requests from external
resources. The operation of the relay’s cache is described in
Section II-D.
The data center can be accessed through a wireless base
station (BS) and stores the library of files i.e., all files that U2
might request. We model DC’s availability with probability α
to model the fact that it can be out of service due to serving
other users, failure, maintenance etc. If the DC is always
available to U2, then α = 1. On the other hand, if the DC is
not available for U , then α = 0.
B. Transmission Model
In each time slot, U1 attempts to transmit non-cacheable
traffic to D with probability q1 and the relay R can serve
non-cacheable traffic to D with probability qR. Thus, it is
available to serve cacheable traffic to U2 with probability 1−
qR. Moreover, in each time slot, U2 requests a cached file from
external resources with probability qU . Therefore, if the relay
node serves D with non-cacheable traffic, then R interferes
TABLE I: Notation table
Notation Description
q1 probability of U1 attempting non-cacheable transmission.
qR probability of R being available to serve D.
qU probability of U2 requesting a cached file from external
resources (R or BS).
ph probability of cache hit at R.
α probability of DC being available to serve U2 requests.
Pi→j success probability of link i→ j, when node i is the
only transmitter.
Pi→j/T success probability of link i→ j, when i and nodes
in T are transmitting.
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with the transmission from U1 to D and any transmission from
BS to U2 which happens when U2 has requested a file which
will be served by the data center DC. On the other hand, if
the relay node serves U2 with cacheable traffic, then it only
interferes with the transmission from U1 to D. We summarize
the aforementioned events and notation in Table I.
C. Physical Layer Model
We assume Rayleigh fading for the wireless channel and
that a packet transmission from node i to node j is success-
ful if and only if the link Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise
power ratio (SINR) between node i and j exceeds a minimal
threshold θ. The received power at node j when i transmits
is Prx(i, j) = A(i, j)h(i, j), where A(i, j) is a unit-mean
exponentially distributed random variable and the received
power factor is: h(i, j) = Ptx(i)/r(i, j)p, where Ptx(i) is the
power measured at 1 m away from the transmitting antenna
of node i, r(i, j) ≥ 1 m is the distance in m between i and
j, and p is the path-loss exponent.
The success probability of link i → j, with T denoting the
set of transmitting nodes, is given by [?]:
Pi→j/T = exp
(
− θ nj
h(i, j)
) ∏
k∈T \{i,j}
(
1 + θ
h(k, j)
h(i, j)
)−1
,
where nj is the noise power at receiver j.
D. Caches’ Operation
We assume the content placement is given and that the
cached nodes i.e., U2 and R, follow the Collaborative Most
Popular Content (CMPC) policy. According to the latter, user
U2 stores the first MU most popular files in its cache, the
relay node caches the next F − B most popular files, and
the data center hosts all files that U2 might request. When
the user node requests for a file that is not stored in its most
popular files, it first probes R for it. The relay node serves
U2 if it is available for caching i.e., when not serving U1,
and has the requested file. Otherwise, user U2 requests the file
from the data center. If the latter is available for U2 (which
happens with probability α), then the file is fetched by the data
center. We assume that the information exchange required for
the operation of the CMPC policy e.g., the cache size of each
device and the content placement in each device, is negligible.
Moreover, we consider a finite content library of N files
with fi denoting the i-th most popular file. For the sake of
simplicity, we assume that all files have equal size and that
access to cached files happens instantaneously. The request
probability of the fi is given by: pi = Ω/iδ , where Ω =
(
∑N
j=1 j
−δ)−1 is the normalization factor and δ is the shape
parameter of the Zip law which determines the correlation of
user requests. As a result, the probability that user U2 requests
a file that is not located in its cache is: qU = 1 −
∑MU
i=1 pi,
and the cache hit probability at the relay node R is given by:
ph =
∑MU+F−B
i=MU+1
pi, where F and B are the storage capacity
and the queue size at the relay node, respectively.
III. ANALYSIS
In this section, we present the analysis for the states of the
relays’ queue and the throughput of the system in Fig. 1.
A. Relay’s Queue Analysis
Let B denote the buffer size of the relay’s queue Q.
The latter follows the first-come-first-serve (FCFS) discipline.
Moreover, we assume that when the queue is full i.e., holds
B packets, and a new packet arrives at the relay, the relay
rejects its arrival and acknowledgments user U1 to attempt re-
transmitting that packet in a subsequent time slot. We consider
that this acknowledgment is instantaneous and error-free. The
evolution of the Discrete Time Markov Chain (DTMC) of Q
is shown in Fig. 2.
Fig. 2: Markov Chain of the relay’s queue.
The transition matrix that models the DTMC above is given
by the following stochastic column matrix:
P =

a¯1 b0
a1 b1
. . .
b2
. . . b0
. . . b1 b0
b2 b¯0

,
where q¯ = 1− q. The entries of P are given by:
a1 = P(“Q increases by 1 packet when Q=0”) =
= q1q¯U (1− P1→D)P1→R
+ q1qUph(1− P1→D/R)P1→R
+ q1qU p¯hα(1− P1→D/BS)P1→R/BS
+ q1qU p¯hα¯(1− P1→D)P1→R,
b0 = P(“Q decreases by 1 packet when Q>0”) =
= qRq¯1
(
q¯UPR→D + qU p¯h(αPR→D/BS + α¯PR→D)
)
+ qRq1q¯U×[
PR→D/1
(
P1→D/R + (1− P1→D/R)(1− P1→R)
)]
+ qRq1qU p¯h
(
α
[
PR→D/1,BS
(
P1→D/R,BS+
(1− P1→D/R,BS)(1− P1→R/BS)
)]
+
α¯
[
PR→D/1
(
P1→D/R + (1− P1→D/R)(1− P1→R)
)])
,
b1 = 1− b0 − b2 = P(“Q does not change”),
b2 = P(“Q increases by 1 packet when Q>0”) =
= q1qRq¯U (1− PR→D/1)(1− P1→D/R)P1→R
+ q1qRqU p¯hα(1− PR→D/1,BS)×
(1− P1→D/R,BS)P1→R/BS
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+ q1qRqU p¯hα¯(1− PR→D/1)(1− P1→D/R)P1→R
+ q1q¯R[q¯U (1− P1→D)P1→R +
qUph(1− P1→D/R)P1→R]
+ q1q¯RqU p¯hα(1− P1→D/BS)P1→R/BS
+ q1q¯RqU p¯hα¯(1− P1→D)P1→R,
To derive the steady state distribution pi = [pi0, · · · , piB ]T , we
need to solve the balance equations: Ppi = pi which produce
the following relation for calculating the probability of being
in state i:
pii = ρ
i−1t0pi0, ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ B, and pi0 =
[
1+t0
(1− ρB
1− ρ
)]−1
,
where: ρ = b2/b0 and t0 = a1/b0.
B. Throughput Analysis
First, we derive the direct throughput from user U1 to the
destination node D and the relayed throughput from the relay
node R to D with the intention of deriving the throughput of
D. Then, we formulate the cacheable throughput seen by user
U2. Recall that user U1 and the relay attempt transmissions
with probabilities q1 and qR, respectively. Moreover, U2
requests a file from external resources with probability qU ,
and ph is the probability of a cache hit at the relay’s cache.
Also, α denotes the probability with which the data center is
available to serve file requests of U2 and P (Q > 0) denotes
the probability that Q i.e., the queue at the relay, is not empty
(please see Table I for the description of our notation).
The direct throughput from user U1 to D is:
T1→D = q1qRP (Q > 0)
[
qU p¯hαP1→D/R,BS
+ qU p¯hα¯P1→D/R + q¯UP1→D/R
]
+ q1[1− qRP (Q > 0)]
[
q¯UP1→D + qUphP1→D/R
+ qU p¯hαP1→D/BS + qU p¯hα¯P1→D
]
.
The relayed throughput from R to D is given by:
TR =q1P (Q = 0)
[
q¯U (1− P1→D)P1→R
+qUph(1− P1→D/R)P1→R
+qU p¯hα(1− P1→D/BS)P1→R/BS
+qU p¯hα¯(1− P1→D)P1→R
]
+q1P (0 < Q < B)qR
[
q¯U (1− P1→D/R)P1→R
+qUα(1− P1→D/R,BS)P1→R/BS
+qU α¯(1− P1→D/R)P1→R
]
+q1P (0 < Q < B)q¯R×[
q¯U (1− P1→D)P1→R+
qUph(1− P1→D/R)P1→R + qU p¯h×(
α(1− P1→D/BS)P1→R/BS + α¯(1− P1→D)P1→R
)]
+q1P (Q = B)qR
[
q¯UPR→D/1(1− P1→D/R)P1→R
+qUαPR→D/1,BS(1− P1→D/R,BS)P1→R/BS
+qU α¯PR→D/1(1− P1→D/R)P1→R
]
.
The non-cacheable throughput seen by D is given by:
TD = T1→D + TR.
The cacheable throughput seen by U2 is given by:
T2 = qUqRP (Q > 0)p¯hα[q1PBS→2/R,1 + q¯1PBS→2/R]
+ qU [1− qRP (Q > 0)]q1[phPR→2/1 + p¯hαPBS→2/1]
+ qU [1− qRP (Q > 0)]q¯1[phPR→2 + p¯hαPBS→2].
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we present numerical evaluations of the
analysis in Section III. The transmission power of each device
and the distances between nodes are set as per Table II. Please
notice that we use the same SINR θ for every wireless link in
our system and the same noise power n for every receiver.
TABLE II: Wireless links parameters for our numerical results.
Parameter Value
P1 1 mW
PR 2 mW
PDC 10 mW
n 10−11 W
p 4
θ 0 or 5 dB
Parameter Value
r(1, 2) 100 m
r(1, BS) 100
√
2 m
r(1, D) 100 m
r(1, R) 50
√
2 m
r(BS, 2) 100 m
r(D,BS) 100 m
r(R, 2) 50
√
2 m
r(R,BS) 50
√
2 m
r(R,D) 50
√
2 m
Parameter Value
θ 0 dB
P1→D 0.368
P1→D/R 0.041
P1→D/BS 0.033
P1→D/R,BS 0.004
P1→R 0.779
P1→R/BS 0.071
PR→D 0.883
PR→D/1 0.784
PR→D/BS 0.392
PR→D/1,BS 0.349
PBS→2 0.905
PBS→2/1 0.823
PBS→2/R 0.503
PBS→2/1,R 0.457
PR→2 0.883
PR→2/1 0.784
Parameter Value
θ 5 dB
P1→D 0.042
P1→D/R 0.002
P1→D/BS 0.001
P1→D/R,BS 0
P1→R 0.454
P1→R/BS 0.014
PR→D 0.674
PR→D/1 0.483
PR→D/BS 0.136
PR→D/1,BS 0.098
PBS→2 0.729
PBS→2/1 0.554
PBS→2/R 0.207
PBS→2/1,R 0.157
PR→2 0.674
PR→2/1 0.483
Regarding caching, we assume that the cache of node U2 hosts
MU files, and that the relay node stores F = 10 files for both
types of traffic. Its queue has finite size B for cacheable traffic
and, hence, R holds F −B files the non-cacheable traffic. We
also assume that the whole library (at the data center) holds
N = 10000 files. The caches follow the Collaborative Most
Popular Content (CMPC) policy (which we describe in Section
II-D). The random availability of the data center for U2 was
set to α = 0.7. We summarize the cache parameters in Table
III. In the following results, we vary B ∈ [0, F ] to gain insight
into its effect on the throughput at the destination nodes (U2
and D) and the distribution of the packets at the queue of the
relay R.
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A. Throughput TD, T2, and T vs. Queue Size B
In this section, we study how B i.e., the storage at the
relay R for non-cacheable traffic affects TD, T2, and T i.e., the
non-cacheable throughput at destination node D, the cacheable
throughput at user node U2, and the network throughput given
by: T = TD + TS , respectively. We present two cases in each
plot: (i) δ = 0.5 and MU = 5, and (ii) δ = 1.2 and MU = 0.
It should be noted that qU i.e., the probability of requesting
content from external resources decreases with δ for fixed MU ,
and qU = 1 for MU = 0 (see Section II-D). In Fig. 3(a)
and (b), we plot the aforementioned throughputs versus B for
q1 = 0.4 and q1 = 0.8, respectively. We observe that TD is
increased with q1 since increasing q1 results in U1 attempting
transmissions more frequently. As a result, more interference
to U2 is realized from U1 and R, and, hence, T2, is decreased
with q1. Additionally, we observe that the network throughput
T is decreased with q1.
Furthermore, when q1 = 0.4, we observe that increasing
B above a minimum value is not beneficial for the three
throughputs when δ = 0.5 and MU = 5. However, this is not
the case when δ = 1.2 and user U2 has no cache i.e., qU = 1.
We observe that T2 obtains its maximum value when B = 0
i.e., when R is not set to hold any non-cacheable packets, and,
thus, is only available for serving cacheable traffic. There is a
considerable drop in T2, when R is set to hold non-cacheable
packets (B > 0) as well, since qR i.e., the probability of R
being available to serve non-cacheable traffic, was set to 0.8
in our results. The network throughput T behaves similarly to
T2.
When raising q1 to 0.8, we observe that TD increases with B
no matter the values for δ and MU . Regarding T2, we observe a
similar behavior to the case in which q1 = 0.4, but with lower
values. The slight decrease of T2 with B that is observed for
B < 4 can be attributed to the fact that when the queue is
increased, the cache size at the relay is decreased and, hence,
user U2 requests more frequently content from DC instead of
R. Similarly to q1 = 0.4, T2 starts to drop with increased B
up to 3 and, then, increases with B.
B. Distribution of relay’s queue states
In this section we study pi(i) i.e., the probability of the
queue Q at the relay being in a specific state i or, equivalently,
holding i non-cacheable packets, versus i for the cases of
Section IV-A: (i) δ = 0.5 and MU = 5, and (ii) δ = 1.2
and MU = 0. We used three different values for B i.e., the
TABLE III: Cache parameters and attempt probabilities for the transmitters
in our numerical results.
Parameter Description Value
MU cache size at user U2 0 or 5
F number of files at the relay R 10
N number of files at the data center DC 10000
δ shape parameter for the correlation of the files 0.5 or 1.2
qU probability of U2 requesting a cached file 0.984 or 1
qR probability of R being available to serve D. 0.8
from external resources (R or BS)
α probability of DC being available to serve U2 0.7
θ links SINR minimum value 5 dB
0 2 4 6 8 10
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
(a) q1 = 0.4.
0 2 4 6 8 10
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
(b) q1 = 0.8.
Fig. 3: Throughput TD, T2, and T vs. relay queue size B (non-cacheable
packets at the relay) when the relay node R holds F = 10 files for both types
of traffic, the links SINR θ = 5 dB and either (i) δ = 0.5 and MU = 5, or
(ii) δ = 1.2 and MU = 0.
size of the queue at the relay, to gain insight into its effect on
the distribution of the queue states.
For B = 1, it is more probable for the relay to store no
packets at all when δ = 0.5 and MU = 5 and more probable
to store one packet when δ = 1.2 and MU = 0 (see Fig. 4).
Furthermore, when B ∈ {5, 10}, the queue is more probable
to hold on average more packets when δ = 1.2 and MU = 0
than when δ = 0.5 and MU = 5 no matter the value of q1.
We observe that, when B = 5 i.e., the storage at the relay is
equally split among cacheable and non-cacheable purposes, or
when B = 10 i.e., the storage at the relay is dedicated to non-
cacheable traffic, then the probability of the queue holding
more than 4 packets is almost zero for q1 = 0.4 (see Fig.
4(a)). This is anticipated since, in our results, qR = 0.8 i.e.,
the probability by which the relay is available to serve non-
cacheable traffic is double the rate by which non-cacheable
traffic is transmitted to the network by U1.
However, this is not the case if q1 is increased to 0.8. In gen-
eral, increasing q1 yields higher values of pi(i) for higher states
since increasing the rate by which U1 attempts transmissions
results in more failed transmissions to D and, hence, more
attempts to queue the failed packets at the relay. Consequently,
the queue is more probable to store more packets for higher
5
0 2 4 6 8 10
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
(a) q1 = 0.4.
0 2 4 6 8 10
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
(b) q1 = 0.8.
Fig. 4: Probability of the relay’s queue Q holding i packets vs. i when the
relay node R holds F = 10 files for both types of traffic, the links SINR
θ = 5 dB, and either (i) δ = 0.5 and MU = 5, or (ii) δ = 1.2 and MU = 0.
values of q1 compared to lower ones. Moreover, for fixed q1,
when δ = 1.2 and MU = 0, increasing B over five has a
decreasing effect on pi(i) for higher states i.e., increasing B
produces a queue that has a higher probability of holding less
packets. This is not the case when δ = 0.5 and MU = 5 where
the distributions of the queue states for the first six states are
very close for B ∈ {5, 10}.
V. CONCLUSION
In this work, we studied the effect of a relay node with stor-
age capabilities in a wireless system that serves two types of
traffic: cacheable and non-cacheable traffic. The relay’s storage
can be split to accommodate the needs of both types of traffic.
We derived the network throughput taking into consideration
the number of files for cacheable and non-cacheable traffic at
the relay, the wireless links’ parameters, the availability of the
data center, and the rate by which cacheable and non-cacheable
content is requested and transmitted, respectively.
Our numerical results provide insight into the network
throughput and distribution of the relay’s files in terms of
the aforementioned parameters. It is shown how the network
throughput is affected by allocation of the relay storage to
cacheable and non-cacheable files as well as how the distri-
bution of the cached files affects the network’s performance.
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